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Based on the method described in Based on the method described in ZolotorevZolotorev, , StupakovStupakov, , 
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Moving charged particles can radiate photons byMoving charged particles can radiate photons by
synchrotron radiation, synchrotron radiation, CerenkovCerenkov radiation, transition radiation, etc. radiation, transition radiation, etc. 

For all such processes, the incoherent component of the radiatioFor all such processes, the incoherent component of the radiation is n is 
due to the due to the random distributionrandom distribution of the particles along the beam.of the particles along the beam.
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Example:Example: "Ideal" coasting beam moving on a circular trajectory "Ideal" coasting beam moving on a circular trajectory 
with the particles equally separated by a longitudinal distance with the particles equally separated by a longitudinal distance dd ::

In a more realistic coasting beam, the In a more realistic coasting beam, the 
particles are particles are randomly distributedrandomly distributed causing a causing a 

small modulation of the beam current. small modulation of the beam current. 
The interference is not fully destructive The interference is not fully destructive 
anymore and the beam radiates also at anymore and the beam radiates also at 

longer wavelengths.longer wavelengths.

No synchrotron radiation emission for No synchrotron radiation emission for 
frequencies with frequencies with λλλλλλλλ > > dd..

The interference between the radiation The interference between the radiation 
emitted by the evenly distributed electrons emitted by the evenly distributed electrons 

produces a vanishing net electric field.produces a vanishing net electric field.
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If the particle If the particle turn by turn positionturn by turn position along the beam along the beam changeschanges
(longitudinal dispersion, path length dependence on transverse p(longitudinal dispersion, path length dependence on transverse position), osition), 

the current modulation changes and the current modulation changes and 
the radiated energy and its spectrum the radiated energy and its spectrum fluctuatefluctuate turn by turnturn by turn. . 
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By averaging over multiple By averaging over multiple 
passages, the passages, the measured spectrum measured spectrum 

converges to the characteristic converges to the characteristic 
incoherent spectrum of the radiation incoherent spectrum of the radiation 

process under observationprocess under observation..
(synchrotron radiation in the (synchrotron radiation in the 

example). example). 

In the case of bunched beams, a strong coherent component at thoIn the case of bunched beams, a strong coherent component at those se 
wavelengths comparable or longer than the bunch length shows up wavelengths comparable or longer than the bunch length shows up 
But the But the higher frequency part of the spectrum remains unmodifiedhigher frequency part of the spectrum remains unmodified. . 
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The electric field associated with the radiation The electric field associated with the radiation 
emitted by the beam at the time emitted by the beam at the time tt is:is:
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where where ee is the electric field of the electromagnetic pulse radiated by is the electric field of the electromagnetic pulse radiated by a a 
single particle and single particle and ttkk is the is the randomly distributed arrival time of the particlerandomly distributed arrival time of the particle

(Poisson process).(Poisson process).

In the frequency domain:In the frequency domain:

And for the And for the radiated power radiated power 
per passageper passage::

The The previous quantity fluctuates passage to passageprevious quantity fluctuates passage to passage, and the average , and the average 
radiated power from a beam with normalized distribution  radiated power from a beam with normalized distribution  f f ((tt)) is:is:

Coherent termIncoherent term
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The shape of The shape of ee((ωωωωωωωω)) is defined by the radiation mechanism properties or by is defined by the radiation mechanism properties or by 
the frequency acceptance of the system used for the measure of the frequency acceptance of the system used for the measure of δ.δ.δ.δ.δ.δ.δ.δ.
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The The energy energy WW radiated per passage by incoherent radiation radiated per passage by incoherent radiation can be can be 
obtained by integrating obtained by integrating PP over over ω  ω  ω  ω  ω  ω  ω  ω  neglecting the coherent contribution.neglecting the coherent contribution.

It can be shown that the relative It can be shown that the relative variancevariance for for WW is given by: is given by: 
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If we use a If we use a bandpassbandpass filter with filter with gaussiangaussian transmission curve with transmission curve with rmsrms
bandwidth bandwidth σσσσσσσσωωωωωωωω and the and the bunch is bunch is gaussiangaussian with with rmsrms length in time units length in time units σσσσσσσστ τ τ τ τ τ τ τ , , 

we can integrate the above expression and obtain:we can integrate the above expression and obtain:

Possibility of absolute bunch Possibility of absolute bunch 
length measurements !length measurements !
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2

1=ωσσ
Ct

For For σσσσσσσσττττττττ >> 1/2>> 1/2σσσσσσσσωωωωωωωω

When the bandwidth When the bandwidth σσσσσσσσωωωωωωωω , is fixed, the uncertainty principle , is fixed, the uncertainty principle 
defines the defines the coherence length coherence length σσσσσσσσtctc. For the . For the gaussiangaussian case: case: 
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ωτ σσ
δ

2

12 ≅

M
Ct 12 =≅
τσ

σ
δ M ~ 10

Each mode shows 100% intensity fluctuation, and the variance of Each mode shows 100% intensity fluctuation, and the variance of the the 
combined intensity scales as combined intensity scales as 1/1/MM ((MM combined Poisson processes).combined Poisson processes).

The previous equation shows that in a The previous equation shows that in a 
bunch of length bunch of length σσσσσσσσττττττττ , there are , there are M =M = σσσσσσσσττττττττ //σσσσσσσσtctc

independent modes radiating independent modes radiating 
simultaneously within the bandwidth simultaneously within the bandwidth σσσσσσσσωωωωωωωω. . 

The electric field of photons radiated within the coherence lengThe electric field of photons radiated within the coherence length th σσσσσσσσtctc and and 
within the bandwidth within the bandwidth σσσσσσσσωωωωωωωω adds coherently. adds coherently. σσσσσσσσtctc defines a radiation "mode".defines a radiation "mode".
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The filter form factor can be The filter form factor can be 
measured but the bunch measured but the bunch 

longitudinal distribution is longitudinal distribution is 
generally unknown.generally unknown.

The table shows that by using the expression for The table shows that by using the expression for gaussiangaussian beams for beams for 
different distributions, the consequent error is at the few % ledifferent distributions, the consequent error is at the few % level for most vel for most 

cases, as long as the distributions are represented by their cases, as long as the distributions are represented by their rmsrms length length 
and do not include microstructures with characteristic length <<and do not include microstructures with characteristic length << σσσσσσσσττττττττ . . 

The previous expressions have been obtained The previous expressions have been obtained 
for for gaussiangaussian beams. In the general case:beams. In the general case:
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The The transverse coherence lengthstransverse coherence lengths σσσσσσσσxcxc andand σσσσσσσσycyc are defined by the are defined by the 
radiation mechanism and include diffraction effects introduced bradiation mechanism and include diffraction effects introduced by y 

any limiting apertures. any limiting apertures. 
σσσσσσσσxcxc andand σσσσσσσσycyc can be analytically calculated in the simpler cases or can be analytically calculated in the simpler cases or 

numerically evaluated (numerically evaluated (SRWSRW, ...), ...)
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For example, for the full For example, for the full gaussiangaussian case one obtains (with case one obtains (with σσσσσσσσxx and and σσσσσσσσyy the the 
rmsrms transverse beam sizes):transverse beam sizes):

Analogously to the longitudinal case, the finite transverse sizeAnalogously to the longitudinal case, the finite transverse size introduces introduces 
additional independently radiating additional independently radiating transverse modes (transverse modes (MMxx, , MMyy)). . 

The resulting intensity fluctuation variance becomes:The resulting intensity fluctuation variance becomes:

yx MMM

1112 ××≈δ

( ) ( ) ( ) 2

1
222

1
222

1
222 111

−−− +++= ycyxcxtc σσσσσσδ τ

In the previous derivation, a beam with no transverse size was aIn the previous derivation, a beam with no transverse size was assumed. ssumed. 
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BP filter: BP filter: gaussiangaussian filter filter 
632.8 nm, 1nm 632.8 nm, 1nm FWHMFWHM

The setup allowed for comparison with streak camera measurementsThe setup allowed for comparison with streak camera measurements..

The limiting apertures were The limiting apertures were 
defined by the defined by the beamlinebeamline

acceptance 5.5/2.8 acceptance 5.5/2.8 mradmrad ((H/VH/V) ) 

The signal from the The signal from the 
avalanche photoavalanche photo--diode (diode (APDAPD) ) 
was amplified and sent to  a was amplified and sent to  a 

digital scope for data digital scope for data 
acquisition and analysis. acquisition and analysis. 
((LeCroyLeCroy WaveproWavepro 7300 A) 7300 A) 

BL7.2 collects the BL7.2 collects the 
synchrotron radiation from a synchrotron radiation from a 

dipole magnet.dipole magnet.
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The scope was set to measure the areas of the signal between theThe scope was set to measure the areas of the signal between the points points 
A  and B (A  and B (SSABAB) and between C and D (S) and between C and D (SCDCD), and their statistical moments.), and their statistical moments.

APD Signal

Area SAB histogram

H. Scale: 500 ps/divV. Scale: 50 mV/div

SSABAB is proportional to the pulse energy is proportional to the pulse energy 
convoluted with some electronic noise. convoluted with some electronic noise. 

SSCDCD is a measure of such a noise.is a measure of such a noise. ( )2
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A complete 5 A complete 5 ksampleksample measurement required ~ 1 minutemeasurement required ~ 1 minute
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The number of photons impinging on the The number of photons impinging on the APDAPD is finite.is finite.
Additionally, Additionally, APDsAPDs exploit stochastic processes for the                     exploit stochastic processes for the                     
photonphoton--toto--electron conversion and for the amplification.electron conversion and for the amplification.

All this effects generate extraAll this effects generate extra--fluctuations (shot noise) that need to be fluctuations (shot noise) that need to be 
accounted.accounted.

The term The term κκκκκκκκ represents the total represents the total photon shot noisephoton shot noise and accounts for all and accounts for all 
the terms above mentioned. the terms above mentioned. 

κκκκκκκκ needs to be measured once forever, and this can be easily doneneeds to be measured once forever, and this can be easily done by by 
performing 2 or more measurements of performing 2 or more measurements of δδδδδδδδΜΜΜΜΜΜΜΜ

22 for the same bunch length for for the same bunch length for 
different number of photons impinging on the different number of photons impinging on the APDAPD

(using neutral density filters for instance). (using neutral density filters for instance). 
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SamplesN

2=
∆

τ

τ

σ
σ

Remarkably good agreement with streakRemarkably good agreement with streak--camera data. camera data. 
No parameter has been adjusted to fit the data.No parameter has been adjusted to fit the data.

The typical The typical rmsrms difference between the streak camera and the fluctuation difference between the streak camera and the fluctuation 
data was ~data was ~ 44 %. The extra error is probably associated with the shot noise %. The extra error is probably associated with the shot noise 

term that in our measurements was comparable to term that in our measurements was comparable to δδδδδδδδ 22..

It can be shown that the statistical contribution to the It can be shown that the statistical contribution to the 
error is given by (~ 2% with 5 error is given by (~ 2% with 5 ksamplesksamples):):
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P. Catravas et al., PRL 82, Number 26, June 99

V. Sajaev,  EPAC 2000, p. 1806

V. Sajaev,  BIW 04 p. 74
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First measurement using the First measurement using the 
spectrometer technique with spectrometer technique with 
undulatorundulator radiation at ATF.radiation at ATF.

Measurements using the spectrometer Measurements using the spectrometer 
technique with technique with undulatorundulator radiation at radiation at 

LEUTL, LEUTL, ArgonneArgonne..
Phase retrieval techniques.Phase retrieval techniques.

M. Yabashi et al., PRL 97, 084802 (2006)
First measurement using XFirst measurement using X--rays. rays. 
Important for SASE applications!Important for SASE applications!

Catravas. ATF measurement

Frequency domain versions of the method Frequency domain versions of the method 
have been already successfully used.have been already successfully used.

They require a more complex scheme with They require a more complex scheme with 
a photon spectrometer, but potentially a photon spectrometer, but potentially 
allow for single shot measurements.allow for single shot measurements.
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The scheme is The scheme is nonnon--destructivedestructive, shows a remarkable , shows a remarkable 
simplicity and simplicity and can be applied in both circular and linear can be applied in both circular and linear 

acceleratorsaccelerators including cases where the including cases where the very short length of very short length of 
the bunchesthe bunches makes difficult the use of other techniques.makes difficult the use of other techniques.

We have demonstrated an absolute bunch length We have demonstrated an absolute bunch length 
measurement technique based on the analysis of the measurement technique based on the analysis of the 

fluctuations in the incoherent part of the radiation emitted fluctuations in the incoherent part of the radiation emitted 
by a particle beam. by a particle beam. 
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We want also test the system by coupling the light from the sourWe want also test the system by coupling the light from the source into ce into 
an optical fiber. This will allow having the measurement setup san optical fiber. This will allow having the measurement setup separated eparated 
from the source area for an easy accessibility and tuning of thefrom the source area for an easy accessibility and tuning of the system.system.

By splitting the signal in two branches with filters with the saBy splitting the signal in two branches with filters with the same me 
bandwidth but with different central frequencies, it is possiblebandwidth but with different central frequencies, it is possible to to 
discriminate between the transverse and longitudinal fluctuationdiscriminate between the transverse and longitudinal fluctuation

contributions by exploiting the fact that the longitudinal term contributions by exploiting the fact that the longitudinal term depends depends 
only on the bandwidth while the transverse ones depend only on tonly on the bandwidth while the transverse ones depend only on the he 

central wavelength. Such a capability allows removing the dependcentral wavelength. Such a capability allows removing the dependence on ence on 
the transverse plane and can be useful when the transverse beam the transverse plane and can be useful when the transverse beam size size 

changes during operation.changes during operation.


